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solutionism
/solution + -ism/ — Evgeny Morozov

— The belief that all di�culties 
have benign solutions, often of 
a technocratic nature.
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“Solutionism is “an intellectual pathology 
that recognizes problems as problems based 
on one criterion: whether they are ‘solvable’ 
with a nice and clean technological solution 
at our disposal”.”

“Solutionism interprets 
issues as puzzles to which 
there is a solution, rather 
than problems to which 
there may be a response.”

—
 Elinor C

arm
i (20

13)

G
iles Parquet —

Brian Eno, Sem
iotic apocalypse. (1982) 

W
alter Pichler, Sm

all Room
. (1967)



“In an age of advanced technology, 
ine�ciency is the sin against the 
Holy Ghost.”

“Not everything that can be �xed should be 
�xed — even if the latest technologies make 
the  �xes easier, cheaper, and harder to resist. 
Sometimes, imperfect is good enough; some-
times, it’s much better than perfect.”

Evgeny M
orozov (20

13) —

—
 A

ldous H
uxley
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arti�cial
intelligence

Eliza, generally recognized as the �rst 
chatbot, works as a Rogerian thera-
pist, largely by rephrasing many of 
the patient's statements as questions 
and posing them to the patient.

— Arti�cial intelligence (AI) is intelligence exhibited 
by machines. AI research is divided into sub�elds 
that focus on speci�c problems, approaches, the use 
of a particular tool, or towards satisfying particular 
applications, and their main purpose is to solve a 
wide variety of problems, improving their users’ life 
by doing so.



Women are seen as a product or service 
whose purpose is to solve problems and 
improve their consumers’ life, making 
them happier. In a patriarchal society in 
which men are showcased as the domi-
nant sex, women are not only portrayed 
as the inferior, frail gender, but also as 
quick and e�ective solutions for lack of 
sex, entertainment or even a�ection. 

7

Elinor C
arm

i (20
13) —

“When we think about it in the 
digital era, most robots and AIs 
are female. And no matter the 
way we look at these AIs, all of 
them exist to help their users, 
solving their problems and im-
proving their lives.”

women

solution
portrayed as a
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—
 M

ichelle H
abell-Pallan (20

16)

“When you think of an assistant you tend to 
think of their voice as female and it has to 
do with the way that labor is gendered and 
strati�ed. So that’s no accident. That’s more 
something that’s out there in the cultural  
�eld that gets reproduced then in the tech-
nology. And it becomes a loop where, if 
you’re not conscious, you just think this 
is inevitable and this is the way it is. It 
creates this illusion that this is the way it 
is, how it has been, and how it shall be.”

Installing

Are you sure you want to install Siri

on your iPhone?

OK Cancel

women

digital solution
portrayed as a
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“The �rst female robot, arguably, was the seductress 
Maria in the 1927 �lm Metropolis — who also happens to 
be one of the �rst depictions of robots, full stop. So for as 
long as we’ve been imagining humanoid machines that can 
think for themselves, we’ve been wondering what it would 
be like if they had female traits, including female sexuality. 
And since then, a surprising amount of arti�cial brains 
have had female bodies or personalities.”

—
 Elinor C

arm
i (20

13)

Fritz Lang, M
etropolis. (1927)

Joseph W
eizenbaum

, ELIZ
A

. (1966)
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—
 H

abell-Pallan

“In terms of how we are trained to relate
to particular genders, there’s a kind of 
comfort that is associated with female 
voices. So, more warm, more welcoming, 
more nurturing, all those associations 
that are connected with women that 
are not necessary essential qualities 
but are socially constructed.”
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_Show my photos from Utah last August.

_Find videos I took at Iva’s party.

_Shuf e my Road Trip playlist.

_Aiesha Turner is my mom.

_Read my latest email.

_Call Dad at work.

_Hey Siri, what song is this?

_When is sunset in Paris?

_Flip a coin — ‘It’s heads’.
_What’s an 18% tip on $85?

_Wake me up at 7 AM tomorrow.

_How’s the weather tomorrow?

_Compare AAPL and the NASDAQ.

_Learn to pronounce my name.

_Siri, how do I remove wrinkles?

_What should I buy for mom’s birthday?

_Find the best ways to lose weight.

 “When you think about it from 
an A.I.’s perspective, it doesn’t 
make that much sense to have a 
gender, at all. An arti�cial intelli-
gence won’t necessarily need a 
body, as we understand it, and 
won’t “reproduce” in the way that 
biological entities do. If an A.I. 
does use a physical avatar, it will 
probably be utilitarian, designed 
to complete a set of tasks.”

—
 C

harlie Janes A
nders (20

15)
11
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M
onica N

ickelsburg (20
16) —

“Assigning gender to these AI personalities 
may say something about the roles we 
expect them to play. Virtual assistants like 
Siri, Cortana, and Alexa perform functions 
historically given to women. They schedule 
appointments, look up information, and are 
generally designed for communication. Siri 
is always working, always available, ready 
at any minute to provide assistance with a 
positive attitude.”

A
pple, Siri. (20

10



“Assigning female characteristics to these 
AI personalities may seem innocuous, but 
it has some serious implications. In addi-
tion to reinforcing gender stereotypes, it 
could lead to machines taking on morally 
ambiguous roles that go well beyond 
scheduling appointments.”

Laurie Pennie (20
16) —

—
 M

onica N
ickelsburg (20

16)
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C:\ELIZA\ELIZA>eliza

Hi! I'm Eliza. I am you personal therapy computer.

Please tell me your problem.

I'm having a hard time.

Did you come to me because you are having a hard time?

You are my hard time!  There are just too many versions of this program. 

What makes you think I am  your hard time?

Well, spit-ups like that one tend to clinch it. 

Say, do you have any psychological problems?

I must -- I'm attempting to conduct a conversation with a female computer.

How do you... Please state your problem.

That's a real interesting question.

“Right now, we’re anticipating 
the creation of [female] AIs 
to serve our intimate needs, 
organise our diaries and care 
for us, and to do it all for free 
and without complaint.”
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“Humanoid robots in the public imagination 
have long been a stand-in for any exploited 
class of person. Even the word “robot” is 
derived from the Czech word for “slave”. 
The philosopher Donna Haraway observes 
in A Cyborg Manifesto that “the boundary 
between science �ction and social reality 
is an optical illusion”, and in almost every 
incarnatio of fembots, the same questions 
arise: are AIs really people, and if so, can 
we live with what we’ve done to them?”

Laurie Pennie (20
16) —
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